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Abstract. Extraction and normalization of temporal expressions are essential for
many NLP tasks. While a considerable effort has been put on this task over the
last few years, most of the research has been conducted on the English domain,
and only a few works have been developed on other languages. In this paper, we
present ParsTime, a tagger for temporal expressions in Persian (Farsi) documents. ParsTime is a rule-based system that extracts and normalizes Persian temporal expressions according to the TIMEX3 annotation standard. Our experimental results show that ParsTime can identify temporal expressions in Persian
texts with an F1-score 0.89. As an additional contribution we make available our
code to the research community.
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Introduction

Extracting temporal information from text plays an important role in natural language
processing and information retrieval tasks such as text summarization and temporal
query classification [1]. It can also be used by search engines for tasks like query auto
completion, result ranking or query classification [2], to name but a few.
The first step to extract temporal information from text, is to recognize temporal
expressions and to convert them into a standard annotation. To conduct this, temporal
taggers are usually used. Over the last few years, a considerable number of different
time taggers were proposed for the English language. GUTime [3] was developed by
the Georgetown University as part of TARSQI toolkit, with the purpose to improve
question answering systems towards temporally-based questions. HeidelTime [4], introduced by Strötgen and Gertz, is probably one of the most well-known approaches
and the best performing system in task A for English of the TempEval-2 challenge
(http://semeval2.fbk.eu). Another well-known system is that of Chang and Manning,
who presented SU-Time [5] as part of Stanford CoreNLP. Besides English, temporal
taggers have been addressed for only a few other languages. Li et al. [6] for example,
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proposed, a Chinese temporal parser for extracting and normalizing temporal information using HeidelTime architecture. Strötgen et al. [7] in turn, introduced the temporal tagger for Arabic, Italian, Spanish and Vietnamese using the same architecture.
Many researches in NLP and information retrieval have developed research considering
the Persian language [8,9,10]. However, no one so far, has developed a temporal tagger
devoted to this important Indo-European language, which is one the most dominant in
the Middle East, spoken in several countries like Iran, Tajikistan and Afghanistan. In
this paper, we propose a first attempt on this matter, by introducing a temporal tagger
for detecting Persian temporal expressions within a text. ParsTime is a rule-based temporal tagger that can identify and normalize different Persian temporal expressions
within a text with high precision. These expressions may refer to different types such
as date, time, duration or set. Besides the expression type, the calendar type (Georgian,
Hijri or Jalali) is also identified by ParsTime, an additional challenge when compared
to Western Languages which only refer to a single calendar type. ParsTime was evaluated under two different datasets achieving an F1-score of 0.89, which is in line with
the results obtained by other temporal taggers in a diversity of languages. As a further
outcome of our research, we also make available an implementation of our method in
Java which we made publicly available on GitHub1.
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Method Description

2.1

Types of Temporal Expressions

TIMEX3 [13] is a well-known annotation scheme for temporal expressions which is
usually used in this kind of task. In TIMEX3, each temporal expression has two attributes, Type and Value. A Type can be one of the four types: Date, Time, Duration and
Set. A Value, instead, corresponds to a normalized temporal value, which is a normalized way of referring to a temporal expression. For example, for the Time “ یک ربع به
( ”هفتa quarter to seven) a normalized value would be 2017-10-25T06:45. (With reference
date as 2017-10-25). Like in many other languages, Persian also contains a huge variety
of temporal expressions. In this work, we consider the following four types defined in
TIMEX3 [13]:
 Date: This expression points to a calendar time. It may point to a day, week, month,
season or year. ParsTime is able to extract both explicit temporal expressions (e.g.,
“7102 ( ”اکتبرOctober 2017)), as well as relative temporal expressions (e.g., “”روز گذشته
(yesterday)). While extracting and normalizing the first type is straightforward, for
the latter we need the reference time. As a rule-of-thumb we will consider document
publish time, or the last date extracted from the text, whenever the first one cannot
be found.
 Time: This kind of expression refers to a time of the day. It might refer to an exact
time, such as “ اکتبر0  صبح9” (9:00 am October 1), or an approximate time, such as,
“( ”صبح شنبهSaturday morning).
1
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 Duration: This type of expression describes a duration (interval). The start and end
points of duration might be exactly mentioned, as in expression “( ”از اکتبر تا نوامبرFrom
October to November). The duration itself, may be exact or an approximation. For
example, “( ”طی این هفتهduring this week) has implicit boundaries, while the expression “( ”تا ساعاتی دیگرuntil next few hours) does not have a certain end point.
 Set: This expression represents periodic temporal sets. In other words, it refers to a
temporal signal that occurs on a regular basis, such as “( ”هر دوشنبهevery Monday).
Table 1 provides an example of some temporal expressions for each of these four
types with normalized TIMEX3 value.
Table 1. Persian temporal expression example with translation and a ref. time of 2017-10-25

Date

7102 هفده سپتامبر

September seventeenth 2017

Normalization Value
2017-09-17

Time

یک ربع به هفت

a quarter to seven

2017-10-25T06:45

Interval

چهار روز آینده

the next four days

P4D

Set

عصر هر سهشنبه

every Tuesday afternoon

XXXX-WXX-2TAF

2.2

Type

Example

Translation

ParsTime Architecture

In this section, we introduce the architecture underlying the ParsTime method. In summary, it takes a text as an input and split its sentences. Each sentence is then temporally
annotated. It is then matched against a list of predefined temporal patterns and normalized if it matches a pattern, before outputting it with TIMEX3 annotation. Fig. 1 indicates the workflow of ParsTime. In the following we describe each of these steps in
more detail.

Fig. 1.ParsTime workflow.

 Pre-Processing: First, a preprocessing step is needed to prepare the input text for the
coming stages. Like in many other NLP systems, the input text is first tokenized. In
our method we resort to the ParsiPardaz toolkit [11].
 Temporal Annotation: Before matching the input text against predefined patterns,
tokenized text coming from the previous section, is first temporally annotated with
12 predefined tags (including day, month, season, numbers, etc.) in a similar fashion
as a standard PoS tagger. For instance, “7102 ( ”ژانویهJanuary 2018) is annotated as
“Month Number”;” ”ژانویهannotated as a “Month”, and 2018 is annotated as “Number”. This is an important stage, as temporal patterns will be defined (in the next
stage) based on these temporal tags notations. To conduct this process, we resort to
define a set of expression resources for each temporal tag. For example, for the temporal tag “Month”, a list of months from “January” to “December” (in addition to a
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list of months in Hijri and Jalali calendar) is defined. Each term in the input text is
matched against the related list for each temporal tag.
 Temporal expression extraction: After the input text is temporally annotated, annotated tokens are matched against a list of predefined temporal expression patterns to
identify temporal expressions. These patterns are defined based on the temporal tags
introduced in the previous step. For instance, the defined pattern “Month+Number”,
can detect temporal expressions such as “7102 ( ”ژانویهJanuary 2018). As mentioned
in Section 2.1, four types of temporal expressions can be recognized by ParsTime.
For each of these categories, a considerable number of patterns is defined: 149 for
Date, 74 for Time, 97 for Duration and 26 for Set, totalizing 346 temporal expression
patterns. This number is considerably higher than other languages due to the complexity of the Persian language. For instance, HeidelTime [4] has defined a reduced
number of 248 patterns for the English language. It should be noticed that some of
the patterns are subset of others, such that, when ParsTime recognizes the shorter
pattern, it continues to check if the text contains a longer pattern or not. If the longer
pattern is not recognized, then the shorter one is extracted. For example, for the expression “( ”فردا صبحTomorrow morning), the pattern “RD” (Relative day) is recognized, but as we also have the pattern “RD+PD” (Relative Day + Part of Day),
ParsTime continues and identifies the longer pattern.
 Normalizing: The final step of this workflow is to normalize the extracted temporal
expression. Every extracted temporal expression 𝐸𝑖 has two attributes and can be
viewed as a two-tuple 𝐸𝑖 = 〈𝑉𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖 〉, where 𝑉𝑖 is the normalized value that indicates
the temporal semantic of an expression as defined by TIMEX3 standard, and 𝑇𝑖 the
type of temporal expression (Date, Time, Duration or Set).
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Evaluation

To evaluate our method, we resorted to the development of two new datasets as no
previous standard ground-truth could be found. Our aim, is to understand whether there
is any difference in the effectiveness of our method, upon different types of input (more
formal or more informal temporal expressions). For the first one, we relied on a news
dataset, a kind of dataset that is usually used for this kind of tasks. For this purpose, we
selected Hamshahri [12], a news dataset which covers a wide range of news in Persian
language, including politics, entertainment and sports from a ten-year period, spanning
from 1996 to 2006. We then randomly selected 2000 news articles domain from this
dataset and asked 4 students to tag the temporal expressions using TIMEX3 annotations. An inter-rater reliability analysis using the Fleiss Kappa statistics was performed
to determine consistency among the editors. Overall, the annotators obtained about 0.82
of agreement level, which represents a high agreement between editors. For the second
dataset, we relied on search engine query logs, to capture a more informal nature of
temporal expressions. Query logs are a useful resource of this kind of data, as search
engine users usually tend to be more relaxed when specifying their temporal intents. To
this purpose, we asked the very same 4 students to select 250 unique queries (totalizing
1000 queries) containing temporal expressions from the query log records of a Persian
search engine, Parsijoo. For each student, a unique period of query log records was
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provided and they were asked to select and annotate 250 queries (using TIMEX3 annotations) that contains at least one temporal expression. Both of these datasets are publicly available2. For the task of evaluating the results, we computed the precision, recall
and F1-scores for the extraction of temporal expressions. For the type and value attributes, only the correctly identified temporal expressions are considered (the ratio of correct guesses for both type and value). Table 2 reports the results for each dataset.
Table 2. ParsTime performance on Hamshahri corpus and Parsijoo query log records.
Dataset

Precision

Extraction
Recall

F1-score

Value

Attribute
Type

Hamshahri

0.92

0.86

0.89

0.84

0.93

Parsijoo

0.91

0.85

0.88

0.82

0.92

The results achieved by ParsTime are quite satisfying and in line with the results
reported by other temporal taggers for different languages (see Table 3). For both formal and informal temporal expressions, the results of ParsTime performance was nearly
the same. To better understand the results we looked at the errors and noticed that,
wrong input format was the main reason that affects the recall. Wrong spelling, wrong
punctuation (and spacing) and the rare words used in queries were the main causes that
ParsTime was unable to detect some of temporal expressions. For example, in the expression “( ”غروبگاه شنبهSaturday evening), only day patterns is recognized, as the term
“( ”غروبگاهuncommon word meaning evening) is a rare term and was not defined in patterns. Also, our error analysis reveals that, one of the main reasons that may affect the
precision of ParsTime, may be related to ambiguous words which are often common in
Persian. For instance, the word “ ”بهمنis a name of a Persian Month but also the name
of Football team. Considering this ambiguousness, in the expression “99 ”تیم بهمن سال
(Team Bahman 93), a temporal pattern “Month+Number” is wrongly recognized.
Table 3. Effectiveness of ParsTime and other temporal taggers.
Temporal Tagger

Precision

Extraction
Recall

Attribute
F1-score

Value

Type

ParsTime

0.92

0.86

0.89

0.84

0.93

SuTime (English)

0.88

0.96

0.92

0.82

0.92

HeidelTime (English)

0.90

0.82

0.86

0.85

0.96

HeidelTime (Spanish)

0.96

0.84

0.90

0.85

0.87

HeidelTime (Arabic)

0.95

0.83.8

0.89

-

-
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Conclusion

In this paper, we presented ParsTime, the first temporal tagger for extracting and normalizing Persian temporal expression from texts. ParsTime is a rule-based system that
can extract different types of temporal expressions including date, time, duration and
set. Our experimental results, over two newly created TIMEX3 annotated datasets,
2
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show that ParsTime achieved high F1-score. As an additional contribution to the research community we also make available a Java version of our method. This will enable researchers to use our system despite guaranteeing the reproducibility of our research. In future work, we plan to provide resources for detecting implicit temporal
expressions, such as “Rio Olympics”, which implicitly refer to 5-21 August 2016.
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